
Oblivious Transfer 

Almost two decades ago, Yao (1982) provided the solution of the millionaire's problem: “Two 

millionaires wish to know who is richer; however, they do not want to find out inadvertently any 

additional information about each other's wealth. How can they carry out such a conversation?” 

 

To solve such type of problems, we usually need a trusted third party who assures the 

correctness of the computation and secrecy of the inputs. Suppose both the millionaires trust a 

third party say a judge. They write information about their wealth on a piece of paper and 

handover the document to the judge. Judge reads both the documents, compares their wealth, 

declares the richest millionaire and destroys the documents. If the judge is honest, both the 

millionaires will learn the correct output and nothing else. But they learn about the amount of 

each other's wealth. If the richest millionaire has 10 dollars, he finds out that the other one has 

less than 10 dollars. This much information is leaked 

 

The motive of secure multiparty computation is to replace the trusted third party by 

cryptographic protocol. Yao (1982) proposed the solution for two parties which was 

subsequently extended by Goldreich et al. (1987) for n parties. 

 

There are several examples of secure multiparty computation includingelectronic voting, 

electronic cash, etc., where privacy and correctness issues are at primary concern. 

 

One of the most important ingredients in secure multiparty computation is oblivious transfer 

(OT). It is a widely used primitive in cryptography. It has been extensively used in adaptive 

oblivious searchof large database such as patent database, medical database etc.,where the 

database size is very large and the database holder does not want to reveal the entire database to 

the recipient. The OT is run between two parties-- a sender and a receiver. At the beginning of 

the protocol, the sender has input, and at the end of the protocol, the receiver learns some 

information of the sender's input in such a way that the sender does not know which information 

is learnt by the receiver. 
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